self-maintenance, self-control and selfimprovement. No current system has all these properties, he admits, but many technologies exhibit some of them. Aeroplane drones can self-steer and stay aloft for hours, for instance, but cannot repair themselves. Communication networks can repair themselves but cannot self-reproduce. Computer viruses can self-reproduce but cannot improve themselves. As technologies multiply and become more adaptive, the technium is becoming increasingly autonomous.
For example, the vast global communications network incorporates 170 quadrillion computer chips (a quadrillion is 10 15 ) wired up into one giant computing platform, with a density of links approaching that of synapses in the human brain. Scientists can trace the majority of traffic flowing through the networks, but occasional bits are lost or transformed during transmission. Most of these mutations of information are attributable to causes such as hacking and machine error, but a few per cent are not -these changes originate not from humans, but from vagaries in the system itself. The flow of bits through the telephone network has, in the past decade, become statistically similar to the fractal pattern found in self-organized systems. This suggests that it is developing behaviour of its own.
Although the technium has neither an idea of self nor conscious desires, it develops mechanical tendencies, or 'wants' , through its complex behaviour. Its millions of amplifying relationships and circuits of influence push the technium in certain directions. For example, some personal robots can navigate obstacles to seek out power outlets and plug themselves in to be recharged. For Kelly, these robots are like bacteria drifting towards nutrients with no conscious awareness of that goal. As frontier technologies increase in sophistication, these 'wants' gain in both complexity and force. Moreover, the tendencies become increasingly independent of human designers and users.
As Technologies such as this drone are becoming increasingly independent of humans.
nASA/S. Smith
Nature.com For more on the evolution of technology, see:
The Colours of Infinity: The Beauty and Power of Fractals (Second Edition) Edited by Nigel Lesmoir-Gordon Springer 174 pp. $59.95 (2010) in 1995, a groundbreaking television documentary introduced the world to the psychedelic geometries of the mandelbrot set. essays on the beauty and mathematics of fractals by the film's contributors, including the father of the field, Benoît mandelbrot, are collected in nigel lesmoir-Gordon's book. this updated edition includes a new chapter written by mandelbrot just before his death, and the 1995 documentary has been remastered on an associated DvD. (2010) to mark the tenth anniversary of the launch of the journal Genome Biology, publisher Biomed Central is releasing an e-book compilation of the columns of structural biologist Gregory Petsko, who has written for the journal every month since 2000. With his characteristic wit and perception, Petsko muses on trends in genomics research, funding and policy. he also discusses how the culture of genomics research is changing in an era of blogs and social networks. $24.95 (2010) the complexity of modern technology is a boon rather than a problem, argues influential designer Donald norman. Just as the owner of a messy desk can quickly locate papers in seemingly random piles, even the most difficult technologies can be tamed through good design and mastery. he sees this as a partnership between the designers who produce objects that tame complexity, and the consumers who must learn the skills needed to use those innovations. Once under control, the cleverest technologies may become as easy to use as a pencil or salt shaker.
Gregory Petsko in

Living with Complexity
The Darwinian Tourist: Viewing the World Through Evolutionary Eyes
Christopher Wills oxford UniverSity preSS 288 pp. $ 34.95 (2010) in this travel book with an evolutionary bent, biologist Christopher Wills relates his personal journeys to the world's wildest places. he describes the biodiversity of the Peruvian rainforest, and meets wolf cubs in a mongolian village to reveal how the domestication of dogs began. he goes on to piece together the story of human evolution with that of the hunter-gatherer peoples of the African Kalahari and the bones of ancient hominins in the island caves of Flores, indonesia.
Armageddon Science: The Science of Mass Destruction
Brian Clegg St Martin 'S preSS 304 pp. $25.99 (2010) From biohazards to climate change, there are many ways to erase humanity. Physicist Brian Clegg assesses a range of doomsday scenarios in his book. Although he remains unshaken by the rumoured risk of miniature black holes being created by the large hadron Collider at CeRn, europe's particle-physics lab in Geneva, Switzerland, he accepts that nanobots and nuclear technologies are credible threats. Ultimately, he is an optimist, who hopes that better science education will help us to make the best choices about our future.
to the anti-technology manifesto of the Unabomber, Ted Kaczynski, and the selective uptake of innovations by Amish people. He recognizes those who have positions in between, including the proponents of indigenous knowledge and inventors themselves.
Apprehension about the technium assuming a life of its own continues to grow with the rise of genomics, robotics, informatics and nanotechnology. Cautious states and publics often turn to the precautionary principle, which holds that any technology must be shown to do no harm before it can be embraced. Kelly argues that this approach is impractical, unfeasible and unattainable. Every technology produces degrees of good, harm and risk, and the evolution of each is uncertain -none can ever be said to be decisively safe.
As an alternative, Kelly draws on philosopher Max More's 'proactionary principle' , which states that the only way to evaluate new technologies is to try them out as prototypes and then refine them. To evaluate risk we must continually assess new technologies in the context of use. Kelly pares More's principle down to five elements: anticipation; continual assessment; prioritization of risks; rapid correction of harm; and redirection.
Owing to the autonomy of the technium, Kelly contends, it is pointless to ban risky technologies. Attempts to put a moratorium on them will only ensure that the emergent ones will be even more impervious to human control -exhibiting a form of natural selection. Instead, we should strive to produce technology that is 'more convivial' -that is, more compatible with life. Kelly believes that every technology can be channelled towards uses that promote greater transparency and more collaboration, flexibility and openness across society.
He draws extensively on other studies, particularly Langdon Winner's groundbreaking book Autonomous Technology (MIT Press, 1977) . Winner famously discussed uncontrollable "technological drift" as one of the most disturbing features of modern life. He also extensively used the phrase 'sociotechnical system' rather than 'social system' to capture the seamless amalgamation of humans and technology. 
